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Abstract

Integration of the World Wide Web and other informa-
tion sources is strongly required in the recent advanced ap-
plication environments. Although information sources con-
tain various types of data objects, the volume of multimedia
objects has been increasing drastically. This paper pro-
poses a multimedia integration scheme using SMIL in a
mediator-based integration system. The scheme achieve
dynamic creation of various Web views combining multi-
media objects stored in heterogeneous information sources
such as the Web, structured documents, and databases.
key point is to utilize SMIL as a framework for dynamic mul-
timedia integration. Since there already exist some players
for SMIL documents, dynamic integration results including
multimedia objects can be rendered in such players, with-
out special-purpose ones, and are ready to be broadly dis-
tributed. The main contributions of the paper are the fol-
lowings. (1) We propose a dynamic, SMIL-based multime-
dia integration scheme. This scheme utilizes an extended
relational data model named WebNR/SD. (2) We report on
implementation of the proposed scheme. We have already
implemented the first prototype system which realizes in-
tegration of heterogeneous information sources including
multimedia objects. Actually, it can construct SMIL-based
multimedia views dynamically. This shows the practical sig-
nificance of our scheme.

1. Introduction

Rapid advances of computer network technologies make
more and more information sources accessible from our
computers. Therefore, integration of heterogeneous infor-
mation sources has been one of the most important issue
in recent advanced application environments. In particu-
lar, with the broad acceptance of the World Wide Web (or
Web), integration of the Web and other information sources
has been strongly required. Moreover, the powerful CPUs
and the large storage space of computers today has mad
manipulation of multimedia objects such as video and au-
dio much easier. Thus, the volume of multimedia data has
0-7695-0493-0/00
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been increasing drastically.
In this paper, we propose a dynamic multimedia integra-

tion scheme using SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia Inte-
gration Language) [27]. SMIL is a XML-based language
for multimedia integration on the Web, and is currently a
W3C recommendation. In the proposed scheme, the use
can create various Web views combining multimedia ob-
jects stored in heterogeneous information sources such a
the Web, structured documents (i.e., XML and SGML doc-
uments), and databases. The view creation is done by dy
namic generation of SMIL-based hypertext structures ac-
cording to specifications to amalgamate heterogeneous in
formation sources.

A key point is to utilize SMIL as a framework for dy-
namic multimedia integration. There already exist some
players for SMIL documents, such as GRiNS [7] and Re-
alPlayer G2 [19]. Therefore, dynamic integration results
including multimedia objects can be rendered in such play-
ers, without special-purpose ones. The results are ready to
be broadly distributed.

Figure 1 shows our integration environment. We call
it InfoWeaver[14][16]. The mediator [25] and wrappers
[20] are used for integration. This is one of the promising
approaches to integrate heterogeneous information sources
Many integration systems follow this approach [8][18][20].
In this approach, the mediator serves as a coordinator. It
first dispatches wrappers to information sources. Integra-
tion of information sources is attained as follows. First,
wrappers provide the mediator with schema information on
local information sources. All the schema information con-
stitutes the integrated schema, and is shown to the client
If users submit a data manipulation request to the mediator,
the mediator analyzes the request, decomposes it into lo
cal processing requests, and sends them to wrappers. Eac
wrapper translates requests into local commands, and is
sues them to the local information source. Local commands
may be simple requests to get particular data items such a
Web page fetches, or complicated queries which utilize the
querying capability of local information sources, such as
SQL queries. The wrapper receives the intermediate result
translates it into the common data model (in our environ-
ment, WebNR/SD data model), and sends it back to the me-
 $10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 1
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diator. Finally, the mediator collects data from the wrappers
and produces the final result, which is returned to the client.

Wrapper Wrapper

Mediator

Client

Wrapper

Web RDB
Document
Repository

(3)Request based on
     Integrated  Schema

WebNR/SD

(1) WebNR/SD
     Representation
     of Schema Info.
     on Sources

(4) Local Requests
     to Info. Sources

(2)Integrated
    Schema

(5)Partial
     Results

(6)Final Result

Figure 1. Integration environment InfoWeaver

To construct SMIL views as the result of dynamic inte-
gration, dynamic manipulation of structured documents is
indispensable. In our environment, we achieve this by us-
ing an extended relational data model named WebNR/SD.
WebNR/SD is based on the nested relational data mode
and an abstract data type for structured documents name
theSD type.

The features of WebNR/SD are as follows. (1) It real-
izes amalgamation of heterogeneous information sources
WebNR/SD can deal with relations in RDBs and structured
documents such as SGML documents and HTML/XML
Web pages. Moreover, WebNR/SD can integrate multime-
dia objects, by manipulating their references (or anchors) in
structured documents. Special operators namedconverters
are used for amalgamation. They translate relational struc-
tures into structured documents and vice versa. (2) It pro-
vides a number of functions to manipulate structured doc-
uments. A number of text retrieval functions are associ-
ated with the SD type. Operators for manipulation of tag
attributes in structured documents are also provided.

The main contributions of the paper are the following.
(1) We propose adynamic, SMIL-basedmultimedia inte-
gration scheme. This scheme utilizes WebNR/SD. (2) We
report on implementation of the proposed scheme. We
have already implemented the first prototype system which
realizes integration of heterogeneous information sources
including multimedia objects. Actually, it can construct
SMIL-based multimedia views dynamically. This shows the
practical significance of our scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 explains an example of dynamic creation of SMIL-based
multimedia Web views, and shows the issues to be consid-
ered. Section 3 describes WebNR/SD. Section 4 shows how
0-7695-0493-0/00
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the SMIL view creation is realized by WebNR/SD. Section
5 explains the prototype system development. Section 6
briefly surveys related works. Section 7 is the conclusion.

2. Dynamic Creation of SMIL-based Multime-
dia Web Views

2.1. Example

In this subsection, we show an example of SMIL-based
dynamic integration in InfoWeaver. We consider two rela-
tional databases and the Web as information sources. (1)A
baseball game video database: This is a relational database
which contains video (RealMedia) objects and their meta-
data. The video objects are stored in the relation V-
DATA(VID , Content, MIME-Type, Game, Inning). The do-
main of the attribute Content is an ADT, VIDEO type. Each
VIDEO value in Content records an inning of a game. The
metadata is stored in GAME(GID, Date, Team1, Team2,
Score) and V-INDEX(Video, Begin, End, Batter, Pitcher).
GAME contains the information about games. V-INDEX
contains the information about what batter was at bat and
who was pitching in the designated duration (represented
by Begin and End) in the Video (Video is a foreign key
on V-DATA). (2) A baseball statistics database: This is
a relational database which maintains the latest statistics
about baseball players. This database contains the relation
BATTING-STATS(P-Name, Hit, RBI, AVG). (3)A baseball
players’ profile Web site: This site contains the profile infor-
mation of baseball players. The Web-site structure is shown
in Figure 2. The index page contains links to baseball team
pages. Each team page contains the team logo (as a refer-
ence to a GIF format file) and links to player pages. Each
player page contains the profile data. The profile data may
have hypertext links to other Web pages such as the home
page of the school from which the player graduated.

Tigers

Giants

Tigers

Giants

T

G

Johnson

Profile :

Thomas

X Univ.
Home Page

...

Johnson

Thomas

He graduated 
from X Univ.
...

...

...

...
Profile :

Figure 2. Baseball players’ profile Web-site

The requirement here is to create a multimedia Web view
on top of the above information sources (Figure 3). A Web
page is constructed for each player whose hitting average
is more than .300 for the current season. It is amultimedia
page(Figure 3(a)). It consists of three different kinds of
data objects: (1)A digested videocollecting only the scenes
in which he was at bat in the previous day’s game. (2)The
 $10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 2
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logo of the team the player belongs to. (3) Text description
of his profile, which may have hypertext links to other Web
pages.

X Univ.
Home Page

...

T

G

Johnson .341 Info

Mark     .332 Info

He graduated
from X.Univ
...

...

(b) Index Page

(a) Multimedia Pages

WebVideo
DB

Baseball
Statistics
DB

Figure 3. Multimedia Web view

An index page is also created (Figure 3(b)). It contains
the players’ names, hitting averages, and links to the play-
ers’ multimedia pages.

2.2. SMIL

As mentioned before, our integration scheme uses SMIL
as a basis for multimedia integration. SMIL (Synchronized
Multimedia Integration Language) can represent integrated
multimedia contents as XML-based tagged text. Figure 4 is
an example SMIL document. This represents a multimedia
page explained in Subsection 2.1. A SMIL document must
start with the tag<smil> and end with</smil> .

The document has two main parts. First, the head part
specifies the layout of the multimedia document. In this
example, the layout part says the document contains three
rectangular regions. Attributes of tags are specified in the
following way. Theid attribute is the identifier of the re-
gion. The left and top specify the top-most and left-
most positions, respectively. Theheight and width
specify the size.

Then, the body part specifies how to present multimedia
objects in the layout. This example contains two videos, one
image, and one textstream. The<video/> , <img/> , and
<textstream/> tags1 represent references to the video,
image, and textstream objects2, respectively. Figure 5 elab-
orates on attributes of tags in the body part of this exam-

1The<g/> is calledan empty-element tag. It is semantically equivalent
to <g></ g>.

2In SMIL, text and textstream objects are stored in separate data files
(in this example, Profile1.rt, where rt means that this file is in RealText
format [19], a textstream object), like video and image objects.
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le. Note that some URLs in the sample SMIL document
tart with “rtsp.” RTSP (Real Time Streaming Protocol) is
n IETF proposed standard for control of streaming me-
ia in the Internet [21]. In this example, RealMedia(.rm)
nd RealText(.rt) are streaming media. RTSP is currently
upported by RealServer [19]. Also, the World Wide Web
onsortium is developing Jigsaw, a Web server which is ex-
ected to support RTSP in the future [26].

Tags<seq> and<par> give synchronization informa-
ion. The multimedia objects directly surrounded by the
seq> tag are presented in a sequential way. On the other
and, the<par> tag specifies that objects are presented

n parallel. Therefore, the sample SMIL document speci-
es that the multimedia presentation shows in parallel a se-
uence of two video clips, an image object, and a textstream
bject.

<smil>
<head>
<layout>
<root-layout height="373" width="506"/>
<region id="R1" left="0" top="0"

height="215" width="346"/>
<region id="R2" left="0" top="216"

height="157" width="167"/>
<region id="R3" left="168" top="216"

height="155" width="338"/>
</layout>
</head>
<body>
<par>

<seq>
<video src="rtsp://...Inning_1.rm" region="R1"

clip-begin="300.00s" clip-end="310.00s"/>
<video src="rtsp://...Inning_3.rm" region="R1"

clip-begin="205.00s" clip-end="223.00s"/>
</seq>
<img src="http://...Logo1.gif" region="R2"/>
<textstream src="rtsp://...Profile1.rt"

region="R3"/>
</par>
</body>
</smil>

Figure 4. Sample SMIL file

src the URL of the referenced data object
region the region where the data object is rendered
clip-begin the beginning time the video object is

clipped
clip-end the ending time the video object is clipped

Figure 5. Tag attributes in the body part of the
example

.3. Issues to be Considered

The above scenario is a prospective example of SMIL-
ased multimedia integration and Web view creation. To re-
lize this, the integration environment is required to provide

he following functions: (1) to give an integrated schema for
elational databases and the Web, (2) to amalgamate hetero
eneous information sources, and (3) to manipulate docu-
ent structures and tag attributes for construction of SMIL
ocuments.
 $10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 3
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3. WebNR/SD

In our scheme, the functions in Subsection 2.3 are real-
ized by the data model WebNR/SD. The model presented
here is obtained by extending our previous model in [14].
The major extension is to make it possible to explicitly han-
dle tag attributes. For this purpose, we introduce tag at-
tribute operators. As shown before, tag attribute handling
is crucial in construction of SMIL documents. We focus
on issues necessary for explaining the multimedia integra-
tion scenario, and omit some details which are not directly
related with this context. A more detailed description of
WebNR/SD except for the new tag attribute operators is
given in [14].

WebNR/SD is a data model which introduces the abstract
data type concept into nested relations. It has an abstract
data type named theSD type(structured document type)
to deal with raw structured documents (SGML, XML, and
HTML documents). Figure 6 shows a sample relation in
WebNR/SD. The domains of attributesA andD are String
and Integer, respectively. The domain ofB andE is the SD
type3. We call values of the SD typeSD values. In particu-
lar, we call an SD value consisting of only one referencing
element, such as an anchor in HTML and a<video/> tag
in SMIL, anH-link value.

CA B
D E

“<table><dep> 1 “<a href="http://.."> . . .”abc
Department . . .” 2 . . .

3 . . .def . . .
4 . . .

Figure 6. Sample relation in WebNR/SD

WebNR/SD provides the nested relational algebra oper-
ators (Figure 7), and a number of functions associated with
the SD type to retrieve text elements contained in docu-
ments. Also, WebNR/SD has operators, calledconverters,
to dynamically convert structured documents into nested re-
lational structures and vice versa.

Moreover, WebNR/SD has a number of operators for
Web integration. TheImport operator is used to fetch the
contents of Web pages as SD values from the outside Web
world on demand. In contrast, TheExportoperator exports
SD values stored in relations as Web pages to the outside
Web world. TheNavigateoperator is used to realize navi-
gational queries (explained in Subsection 3.3).

Integration of the Web, structured documents and rela-
tional databases is achieved by combining the operators.

3.1. Tag Attribute Operators

To deal with tag attributes of structured documents, tag
attribute operatorsRA andWA are provided. They make
the model presented in this paper an extension of the orig-
inal one in [14]. Figure 8 gives examples ofRA andWA ,
where

3Actually, the SD type can also deal with structured documents with
DTD [14]. In this paper, this aspect is ignored for simplicity.
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Selection σp(r)
Projection πAi1,...,Aim

(r)
Cartesian product r1 × r2

Nest νB=(Ai1,...,Aim)(r)
Unnest µB(r)
Union r1 ∪ r2

Difference r1 − r2

Figure 7. Nested relational algebra operators

r2 := RAB→(src:C)(r1),

nd
r2 := WA (src:C)→B(r3).

RAB→(src:C)(r1) extracts values of the tag attribute
rc from SD values contained inB. Only attribute values
f the outermost tags are extracted. The extracted values are
tored inC. The domain ofC is String. On the other hand,
A (src:C)→B(r3) adds attributes to the outermost tags of
D values in AttributeB. Values inC are used as values of

ag attributesrc . In case that SD values inB of r3 already
ave tag attributesrc , the previous values are overwritten
y values inC. If a value inC is ’#’, the corresponding tag
ttribute itself is deleted4.

Let ’V’ (B) denote a unary relation with attribute
containing an attribute value’V’ . We repre-

ent WA (a:A)→B(r × ’V’ (B)) as WA (a:A)→B:′V ′(r),
nd WA (a:V )→B(r × ’V’ (V )) as WA (a:′V ′)→B(r),

or notational convenience. Moreover, we rep-
esent RAB→(a1:A1)(. . . RAB→(an:An)(r) . . .) as
AB→(a1:A1,...,an:An)(r). This rule applies toWA ,

oo.

r1:
A B
1 “<img src="logo1.gif" region="R2"/> ”

r2:
A B C
1 “<img src="logo1.gif" region="R2"/> ” Logo1.gif

r3:
A B C
1 “<img region="R2"/> ” Logo1.gif

Figure 8. Examples of WA and RA

.2. Converters

Convertersare operators to translate nested relational
tructures into structured documents and vice versa. Ex-
lained here are somecomposite converters. They are
efined as combinations of primitive converters and other
rimitive operators such as nested relational algebra opera-

ors [14]. Converters are classified intopack operatorsand
npack operators.

4Of course, you can use the character ’#’, with the escape character.
 $10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 4
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Pack Operators

Pack operatorsconstruct new SD values from sub-
relation structures containing SD values. Figure 9 gives an
example of a composite pack operator, where

r5 := PT (Player)→Table,′g′(r4).

This constructs new SD values in the attributeTable
from sub-relations in attributeT of r4. The parameterg is
used as the outermost tags of new SD values in the attribute
Table.

Figure 9 also gives an example of another composite
pack operator, where

r7 := P(Digest,IMG,PF )→Info,′par′(r6).

This pack is different from the previous one in pa-
rameter specification. In general, it takes the form of
P(A1,...,An)→A,g(r). It constructs new SD values from
sequence structures of relational attributes.

Unpack Operators

Figure 10 shows a composite unpack operator which
constructs new sequence structures of relational attributes
from SD values, where

r9 := UB→(C[p-name] as x,D[p] as y)(r8).

This example constructs new sequence structures of re-
lational attributes (consisting of attributes C and D) in the
result relationr9. Attributes C and D includes SD values
representing text elements which are extracted from SD val-
ues of attribute B inr8. The SD values in attribute C and at-
tribute D represent text elements surrounded by<p-name>
and<p> tags, respectively5.

SD values in attributeB of relationr9 containSD refer-
ences, denoted by “&x. m; ” and “&y. n; .” SD references
refer to SD values stored in the sub-relation structures, and
are used by some pack operators. Further explanation is
found in [14].

r4:
TA

Player
“<player>P1</player> ”

1 “<player>P2</player> ”
“<player>P3</player> ”

r5:
A Table

1
“<g><player>P1</player>
<player>P2</player>
<player>P3</player></g> ”

r6:
A Digest IMG PF
1 “<seq>S1</seq> ” “<img src="..."/> ” “<text .../> ”

r7:
A Info

1
“<par><seq>S1</seq>
<img src="..."/>
<text .../></par> ”

Figure 9. Examples of Pack operators

5We use expressions ofthe region algebra[6] to specify which text
elements are to be extracted by Unpack.
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r8:
A B

1
“<profile-page>...<p-name>N1</p-name>...
...<p>Profile 1</p>...<profile-page> ”

r9:
A B C D

1

“<profile-page>
...&x.1;...
...&y.1;...
</profile-page> ”

“<p-name>N1
</p-name> ”

“<p>Profile 1
</p> ”

Figure 10. Example of Unpack operator

.3. Web-Related Operators

xport and Import Operators

xport (e) exports SD values stored in a relation to the Web
orld as new Web pages. Import (i) imports Web pages

esiding in the Web world into a relation as SD values6.
Figure 11 gives an example of Export and Import, where

r11 := eA,U (r10),

nd
r10 := iA,U (r11).

eA,U (r10) creates Web pages whose URLs are given in
ttributeU . The Web pages’ contents correspond to SD
alues stored in attributeA of r10. iA,U (r11) works in the
pposite direction. AttributeA in the result relationr10 gets
D values corresponding to Web pages which are referred

o by URLs stored in attributeU 7.

r10:
ID A U

1
“<smil><head>...</head>
<body>...</body></smil> ”

http://T.ac.jp/p.smil

r11:
ID U
1 http://T.ac.jp/p.smil

Figure 11. Example of Export and Import

avigate Operator

avigate (N) realizes navigational queries. That is, this op-
rator navigates through the Web according to apath regu-

ar expressionspecified as a parameter8.
In path regular expressions, hypertext links are repre-

ented by→ (a local link whose destination and source
ages reside in the same Web server ) and⇒ (a global

ink whose destination and source pages reside in different
eb servers), while Web pages are represented by charac

er strings (labels) and a period. For example,B → . ⇒
6Thee andi are primitive versions ofE andI in [14]. E andI can be

efined as combinations ofe, i, converters, and tag attribute operators.
7It is necessary that the contents of the Web pages be structured docu

ents.
8The path regular expressions here are essentially the same as those o

ebSQL queries [13].
 $10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 5
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C → D is a path regular expression that represents the set
of paths that start with a Web pageB in a Web serverX ,
followed by a page in the same serverX and a pageC in
a different serverY (6= X), and end with a pageD in the
serverY .

Path regular expressions can contain alternation and rep-
etition structures. For example,A(→ .)∗ → B | A ⇒ B
represents the set of paths which start with a pageA, fol-
lowed by one or more local links leading toB, or directly
go from a pageA to B via a global link. ’∗/n1..n2/’ can be
used as syntactic sugar. For example,A(→ .)∗/2..3/ → B
is equivalent toA → . → . → B | A → . → . → . → B 9.

Suppose that there is a hypertext link structure shown in
Figure 12 in the Web. In this figure, each Ui stands for a
URL, α, β, γ are Web server names, and lower-case let-
ters show hypertext links. Figure 13 gives the result of the
following Navigate operation:

r13 := NA(→.)∗→.⇒B→C,D(r12).

Labels in path regular expressions are used to associate
Web pages with relational attributes. The second parameter
(in this case,D) specifies that attributeD of the resulting re-
lation contains the set of paths specified by the path regular
expression. As shown in Figure 13, note that (1) each page
on the paths is represented by an H-link value referring to
the Web page instead of the contents of the page itself, and
that (2) links to those pages corresponding to the period do
not appear in sub-relations of attributeD.

a

U2

U3

e

U1

b
c

Server α

U6

U5U4

U8

U7

Server β

Server γ

f

h

d

g

Figure 12. Example of hypertext link structure

URL generator

URL generator (URL ) generates original URLs. It can
be used before the Export operation in creating new Web
pages. An example ofURL is shown in Figure 14, where

r15 := URLU,′http′,′smil′ (r14).

This expression extends relationr14 by adding a new at-
tributeU , which contains generated URLs.

9Path regular expressions can also specify word containment conditions
on Web pages. Details are omitted here.
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r12:
ID A
1 “<a href="U1">a</a> ”
r13:

DID A
B C

“<a href="U4">
d</a> ”

“<a href="U5">
f</a> ”

“<a href="U6">
e</a> ”

“<a href="U7">
g</a> ”

1 “<a href="U1">
a</a> ”

“<a href="U6">
e</a> ”

“<a href="U8">
h</a> ”

Figure 13. Example of Navigate operator

r14:
A B
1 b1
2 b2

r15:
A B U
1 b1 http://. . . /new/1.smil
2 b2 http://. . . /new/2.smil

Figure 14. Example of URL generator

. Applying WebNR/SD to Multimedia Inte-
gration

This section explains how WebNR/SD realizes construc-
ion of the SMIL-based Web view in Subsection 2.1. The
unctions in Subsection 2.3 are realized in the following
ay.
(1) In the integrated schema, relations in relational

atabases are represented as they are. The Web is modeled
s a collection of unary relations containing H-link values.
or example, bookmarks in Web browsers can be used to
onstruct such unary relations. The H-link values serve as
nchor points to fetch necessary Web pages with Navigate
nd Import operators. In the case of the example in Sub-
ection 2.1, we use the index page of the baseball players’
rofile Web site. The Web wrapper provides a unary relation
WEB” which contains only an H-link value referring to the
ndex page (Figure 15). Note that in our context, we use the
erm of integrated schema to represent merely the collec-
ion of schema information from all information sources.
ur framework can be used with some other frameworks

or schema integration and conflict resolution such as that
epicted in [23].

All of multimedia objects are translated into H-link val-
es referring to the objects by wrappers. For example,
alues of the attribute Content in the relation V-DATA are
ranslated into H-link values. (Therefore, the domain of the
ttribute becomes the SD type.) Our approach is flexible in

hat any types of multimedia objects can be accommodated
s long as they make sense in SMIL.

(2) In the example scenario, Web pages, relations, image
GIF) files, and video (RealMedia) files should be amal-
amated. As mentioned above in (1), they are basically
epresented as relations and SD values. Therefore, we can
malgamate and restructure them by unpack operators and
ested relational algebra operators.

(3) WebNR/SD provides various operators for construc-
ion of structured documents and Web structures. We can
se pack operators, tag attribute operators, and Web-related
perators for construction of SMIL-based multimedia Web
 $10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 6
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views.
We show specification of the data integration scenario

in Section 2 in WebNR/SD expressions. We assume that
Web pages are written in XML10 and have the following
structures: (1) In each player’s page, the player’s name is
enclosed by<p-name> , and the text description of the
profile is tagged by<p>. (2) The reference to the team’s
logo image object in each team page is represented as<img
src=" URL"/> surrounded by<t-logo> tags. We also
assume that default layouts for SMIL are provided in the
form of unary relations. For example, Relation LAYOUT
(with the attribute Head) in the following expression con-
tains an SD value corresponding to the head part of the sam-
ple SMIL document in Figure 4. We derive the result index
Web page with the tag structure as shown in Figure 16.

Page
“<a href="http://.../index.xml"></a> ”

Figure 15. Relation WEB

<table>
<player>
<p-name>Johnson</p-name><avg>.305</avg>
<a href="http://....smil">info</a>
</player>
<player> ... </player>
...
</table>

Figure 16. Structure of the result index page

In the following expressions, we omit tags
and SD references in parameters, when there
is no possibility of confusion. For example,
UE→(P -Name[p-name] as P -Name,P [p] as P )(r) is
simply represented asUE→(P -Name,P )(r). Also,
P(P -Name,AV G,A)→Player,′Player′(r) is represented
asP(P -Name,AV G,A)→Player(r).

(1) Team logos, players’ names, and their profiles are
extracted from the baseball players’ profile Web-site.

r16 := UP2→(P -Name,P )(UP1→(T -Logo)(
iP2,U2(RAE→(href :U2)(iP1,U1(RAD→(href :U1)(
µC(NPage→D→E,C (WEB))))))

(2) Batters hitting more than .300 this season are selected
and joined with the other information.

10At present, most Web pages are written in HTML. However, we use
XML pages here for simplicity because they can explicitly show their in-
ternal structure by user-defined tags. In order to apply our framework to
HTML pages, we have to (1) add additional functions to the SD type for
substring extraction, or (2) design Web wrappers to transform HTML into
XML. For example, we can use grep-like functions for substring extrac-
tion. Also, we can adopt a scheme to transform HTML into XML such as
that reported in [22]. But this aspect is beyond the scope of this paper.
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r17 := σAV G>0.3(BATTING-STATS) 1 r16

1P -Name=Batter V -INDEX
1V ideo=V ID V -DATA
1Game=GID σDate=′...′(GAME)

3) Digested videos for the players are constructed.

r18 := PD(Content)→Digest,′seq′ (νD=(Content)(
πP -Name,AV G,Content,T -Logo,P (
WA (clip-begin:Begin,clip-end:End,region:′R1′)

→Content(r17))))

4) RealText files11 for profiles are constructed from the
layers’ profile information. And they are exported to the
eb space.

r19 := eProfile,U3(URLU3,′rtsp′,′rt′(
P(P )→Profile,′window′(r18)))

5) SMIL files for multimedia pages are constructed and
xported.

r20 := eMP,U4(URLU4,′http′,′smil′ (
P(Head,Body)→MP,′smil′

(LAY OUT × P(Info)→Body(
P(Digest,IMG,PF )→Info,′par′(
WA (src:U3,region:′R3′)→PF :′<textstream/>′(
WA (region:′R2′)→IMG(
U(T -Logo)→IMG(r19))))))))

6) The index page is constructed and exported.

r21 := eTable,U5(URLU5,′http′,′xml′(
PT (Player)→Table(νT=(Player)(
πPlayer(P(P -Name,AV G,A)→Player(
WA (href :U4)→A:′<a>info</a>′(r20)))))))

. Prototype Development

We have developed the first prototype system of In-
oWeaver. Figure 17 shows the architecture of the proto-
ype system. OpenText index server, the Web, Oracle8, and
SQL are connected as information sources.
The prototype system has been designed according to the

ollowing three principles.

xtensibility It is desirable that the integration system can
accept new types of information sources and wrappers
easily. Therefore, the prototype system is designed so
that it would require little additional hard-coding in
incorporating new wrappers into the system. Specif-
ically, the mediator and wrappers in the prototype sys-
tem are designed to have the same interface. And they
dynamicallyexchange information about metadata and
query processing power of information sources at the
execution time.

11RealText files must start with<window> and end with</window> .
 $10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 7
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OpenText
Wrapper

Web Wrapper

JDBC Wrapper

Mediator
Visual User
Interface

Oracle8

Web

User

OpenText

Mediator-Illustra
Bridge

Illustra

JDBC Wrapper

mSQL

RMI

Figure 17. Architecture of the prototype sys-
tem

Data Transfer On Demand In general, integration of in-
formation sources involves a large amount of data ob-
jects to be processed. Therefore, software modules
such as the visual user interface, the mediator, and
wrappers require a lot of working space in integration
processes. In this prototype system, data objects are
transferred among modules in a lazy fashion in order
to reduce the working space and intermediate query
processing costs. The transfer control is performed at
the tuple level and value level.

Utilization of Existing Tools One of the goals of the first
prototype development was to develop the system as
quickly as possible. Since WebNR/SD consists of ex-
isting and well-known data modeling constructs, such
as nested relational structures and the abstract data
type concept, there are many programs and systems
available for their manipulation. We used a number of
existing software products. For example, the prototype
system uses ORDBMS Illustra as a back-end engine to
implement the mediator.

All codes are written in Java except the mediator-Illustra
bridge module which is written in C. This is because Il-
lustra had no API for Java applications. Communication
among the modules is attained by RMI. The visual user in-
terface module is implemented as a Java applet so that the
system can be operated at any place where the Web browse
is available.

Illustra serves as a back-end engine of the mediator. It di-
rectly executes relational algebra operators in WebNR/SD
expressions and partially executes some other operators
such as nest and unnest.

The JDBC wrapper communicates with a relational
database through a JDBC driver. It translates WebNR/SD
expressions including only relational algebra operators into
SQL queries. The OpenText wrapper translates WebNR/SD
expressions related to document manipulation into PAT [24]
expressions.
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The Web wrapper is different from the other wrappers in
hat it provides no means of query translation because the

eb has no query processing capability. It is responsible for
rocessing Web-related operators such as Navigate, Import
nd Export.

As mentioned in Section 4, in the integrated schema, all
ultimedia objects are represented as H-link values to the
bjects, even if their contents are actually stored in relations
s ADT values or BLOBs. Current implementation assumes

hat the contents of multimedia objects in relations are phys-
cally stored in an external file system, like the BFILE type
f Oracle8 [17] (Figure 18). The JDBC wrapper constructs
-link values referring to the files, and provides the media-

or with the view as if the H-link values were stored in the
elations. The H-link values work as handles to the multi-
edia contents through the RealServer associated with the
rapper. We are now trying to develop a mechanism which
an cope with multimedia objects directly stored in rela-
ions. This mechanism checks what multimedia objects are
equired in the data manipulation result, just after the result
s constructed. Then, it warehouses their contents in the file
ystem the mediator manages.

Figure 19 is a screen shot of the prototype system show-
ng the SMIL-based Web view required in Subsection 2.1.

JDBC 
Wrapper

Real
Server

Int Video

Int SD

RDB

H-link
H-link

content

content

File
System

View

Figure 18. Construction of H-link values refer-
ring to multimedia objects

. Related Work

Our proposed scheme can construct SMIL-based Web
iews dynamically on top of heterogeneous information
ources. Since SMIL documents are XML-based structured
ocuments, and required to have specified document struc

ures and tag attributes, systems which can construct SMIL-
ased Web views must be able to manipulate detailed docu
ent structures.
Surprisingly, there are only a few implemented systems

hich meet such requirements. Strudel [8] is a Web-site
anagement system. Like InfoWeaver, it can construct Web

iews on various information sources. An essential dif-
erence is that Strudel separates the construction proces
f Web-sites into three different steps and requires differ-
nt specification languages, StruQL and the HTML tem-
0 $10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 8
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Figure 19. Screen shot of the prototype sys-
tem

plate language. We think that such separation is not suit-
able for dynamic and ad-hoc integration scenarios as shown
in Section 2. Also, Strudel provides asymmetric integra-
tion. It is only the Web view that Strudel can construct on
heterogeneous information sources. InfoWeaver provides
symmetric integration. For example, it can construct rela-
tional views over heterogeneous information sources. An-
other difference between Strudel and InfoWeaver is in their
underlying data models. While InfoWeaver employs an ex-
tended relational data model incorporating ADTs, Strudel
utilizes a variation of graph-based semistructured data mod-
els [1][5]. Data manipulation in Strudel and that in In-
foWeaver are specified in a novel language named StruQL,
and in an extended relational algebra named WebNR/SD al-
gebra, respectively. We believe that utilization of extended
relational models incorporating ADTs is a natural extension
of the conventional data manipulation framework and that it
is one of promising approaches to integration of heteroge-
neous data objects including multimedia objects. In fact,
this approach is popular in commercial systems such as Or-
acle8 and Informix Universal Server, and also taken in the
SQL3 standard, for integrating various kinds of data objects.
T/RDBMS [4] is similar to our approach in that it combines
the relational data model and the abstract data type repre-
senting structured documents for data integration. However,
it cannot manipulate Web objects.

Although WebOQL [2] and Araneus [3] do not focus on
integration of heterogeneous information sources, they can
extract information from the Web and produce Web views.
Like Strudel, WebOQL is based on a variation of graph-
based semistructured data models. Araneus is similar to
InfoWeaver in that it uses relational structures in the inte-
gration process. However, Araneus separates the view con-
struction process into different steps and employs different
languages.

Languages and formalisms such as W3QL [11], Web-
SQL [13], RAW [10], and WebLog [12] can query the Web
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ased on hypertext link structures and/or pages’ contents.
owever, their capabilities of exploiting pages’ inner struc-

ures are generally very restricted. W3QL and WebSQL
re SQL-like query languages, and RAW is an extension
f the relational algebra. They are dedicated to querying
nd provide no way to restructure Web pages. WebLog is
logic-based language which enables us to query and re-

tructure Web pages, exploiting various extensible built-in
redicates. However, WebLog deals with Web pages at a
ather abstract level, where they have only flat structures.

page in WebLog is defined as a set ofrel-infons, each
f which is a group of related information appearing on the
age.

XSLT [29] and XML-QL [28] specified in a W3C work-
ng draft and a note, respectively, can restructure XML doc-
ments. To the best of our knowledge, there have not been

mplemented systems which can integrate heterogeneous
nformation sources based on them.

. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a dynamic, SMIL-based
ultimedia integration scheme in a mediator-based infor-
ation integration environment. The scheme utilizes an ex-

ended relational data model named WebNR/SD, which in-
orporates ADT named the SD type into nested relational
tructures. In WebNR/SD, the SD type provides the ca-
ability of accommodating various kinds of data objects.
ombinations of converters, tag attribute operators, Web-

elated operators, and nested relational algebra operators
nable data amalgamation, restructuring, and dynamic con-
truction of SMIL-based multimedia Web views on hetero-
eneous information sources containing Web pages, rela-

ions, and multimedia objects such as video and image ob-
ects.

We have also reported on the implementation of the first
rototype system. It works in distributed computing envi-
onments, and is available through the user interface module
mplemented as a Java applet.

Future works include the extension of the visual data ma-
ipulation language, HQBE [15], available in InfoWeaver.
lthough HQBE allows visual specification of data integra-

ion, the current version cannot deal with multimedia ob-
ects directly. We are now trying to combine authoring func-
ions with querying functions in the visual environment for
ntegration specification.

Another future work is on layout and multimedia syn-
hronization in presentation. At present, layout information
s specified by default layouts, and synchronization is ex-
licitly specified by users. A goal is to develop an automatic
r semi-automatic framework to construct such information
ased on data semantics and constraints.
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